Human Genetics

HGEN 502 ADV HUMAN GENETICS (V 2-6) 
12977 001 COREY, L 
TBA 
COP/REQ: REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

HGEN 502 ADV HUMAN GENETICS (2-6) 
12878 001 COREY, L 
TBA 
COP/REQ: REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

HGEN 526 PRACTICE OF GENETIC COUNSELING (2) 
12579 001 BODRUTHA, J 
TBA 
P/REQ: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

HGEN 528 MEDICAL GENETICS (2) 
12580 001 BODRUTHA, J 
TBA 
P/REQ: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

HGEN 600 CLINICAL GENETICS (3) 
12581 001 BODRUTHA, J 
TBA 
W 
0900AM 1000AM SANGR 4-026

HGEN 603 MATH STATISTICAL GEN (3) 
16020 001 COREY, L 
TBA 
COP/REQ: REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

HGEN 631 ADVANCED DENTAL GENETICS (1) 
12503 001 PALLANTE, V 
R 
0000AM 0500AM SANGR 5-077

HGEN 690 RESEARCH SEMINAR (1) 
12584 001 MAYER, J 
T 
1200PM 1250PM SANGR 1-067

HGEN 691 SP TOP: CHROMO & CHROMATIN (1) 
12594 001 SHANGH, R 
T 
1200PM 1250PM SANGR 1-067

HGEN 691 SP TOP: CANCER GENETICS (1-4) 
12596 001 BODRUTHA, J 
W 
0100PM 0200PM EGYPT 2042

HGEN 691 SP TOP: HUMAN GENETICS (1-4) 
12597 001 NANCE, W 
TBA 
D 
1200PM 1250PM SANGR 1-067

HGEN 697 DIRECTED RESEARCH IN GENETICS (1-15) 
12600 001 NANCE, W 
TBA 
1000AM 1100AM SANGR 1-067

Microbiology and Immunology

MICR 501 MICROBIOLOGY (4.5) 
13590 001 CHELAM, C 
W 
0900AM 1000AM SANGR 5-077

MICR 502 MICROBIOLOGY (4.5) 
16022 001 CHELAM, C 
F 
0900AM 1000AM SANGR 5-077

MICR 503 INTRO TO IMMUNE SYSTEM (3) 
16024 001 CARB, S 
TBA 
P/REQ: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

MICR 513 INF AN IMMUNE DENTISTRY (3.5) 
16024 001 CARB, S 
TBA 
P/REQ: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

MICR 516 MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY II (3) 
15800 001 CARB, S 
TBA 
0900AM 1000AM SANGR 5-077
Course listings — MED

spring 2000 schedule of classes

Pharmacology and Toxicology

PHTX 535 INTRODUCTION TO TOXICOLOGY (4) 14494 901 WHITE, K MT 0500PM 0600PM SMITH 00216
PHTX 536 PRINCIPLES OF PHARMACOLOGY (5) 14495 901 GEWIRZ, D MTWRF 0300PM 0500PM SANGR 1-067
PHTX 548 DRUG DEPENDENCE (3) 14497 901 DAMAJ, M MW 0400PM 0500PM SMITH 00107
PHTX 597 INTRO PHARMACOLOGICAL RESEARCH (V 1-12) 14498 901 LAMB, R TBA PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
PHTX 604 PHARMACOLOGICAL RESEARCH II (3.5) 14499 901 PATRICK, G M 0900AM 1100AM SMITH 00103
PHTX 691 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHARMACOLOGY (V 1-4) 14500 901 WELCH, S TWR 0100PM 0200PM SMITH 00103
PHTX 691 SPECIAL TOPICS: ENDOCRINE DISRUPTORS (3) 16003 901 BAKER, L TBA PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
PHTX 691 SPECIAL TOPICS: RES DESIGN ANALYSIS (3) 16004 901 KALIMI, M TBA PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
PHTX 691 SPECIAL TOPICS: RES ANALYSIS (3) 16005 901 MIKULECKY, D TBA PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
PHTX 690 PHARMACOLOGY RESEARCH SEMINAR (1) 16006 901 PHARMACOLOGY RESEARCH SEMINAR (1) TBA
PHTX 637 CELLULAR PHARMACOLOGY II (3) 16007 901 SAWYER, S TBA 1030AM 1100AM SMITH 00109
PHTX 609 GENERAL PHTX & PHARM CONTROL I (14) 16008 901 FABIAN, J TBA 1100AM 1150AM SMITH 00216
PHTX 691 SP TOPIC: RES DESIGN ANALYSIS (3) 16009 901 PRICE, S MWF 1200PM 1250PM SMITH 00103
PHTX 691 SP TOPIC: ENDOCRINE DISRUPTORS (3) 16010 901 ROY, S TBA 1030AM 1200PM SMITH 00216
PHTX 691 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHARMACOLOGY (V 1-4) 16011 901 FABIAN, J TBA 1030AM 1200PM SMITH 00216
PHTX 697 DIR RESEARCH IN PHARMACOLOGY (V 1-15) 16012 901 WOODWARD, J TBA

Preventive Medicine and Community Health

PMCH 603 PUBLIC HLTH POLICY & POLITICS II (3) 14631 901 LASSER, J TBA PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
PMCH 604 PRIN OCC & ENVIRON HLTH II (3) 14632 901 LASSER, J TBA PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
PMCH 605 SURVEY OF PUBLIC HLTH BEHAVIOR I (3) 14633 901 STAFF TBA 1030AM 1100AM SMITH 00103
PMCH 606 EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS II (3) 14634 901 STAFF TBA 1030AM 1100AM SMITH 00103
PMCH 607 NUTRITIONAL EPIDEMIOLOGY II (3) 14635 901 BURR, J W 0900AM 0950AM SMITH 00103
PMCH 691 PROGRAM RESEARCH ECT (3) 14636 901 STAFF TBA PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
PMCH 691 PROGRAM RESEARCH ECT (3) 14637 901 STAFF TBA PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
PMCH 691 PROGRAM RESEARCH ECT (3) 14638 901 STAFF TBA PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

Pathology

PATH 522 CLINICAL CHEMISTRY (3) 14170 901 MILLER, W TBA PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
PATH 590 EXPERIMENTAL PATHOLOGY SEM (1) 14171 901 WELCH, S F 1200PM 0200PM SANGR 4-026
PATH 620 SPEC TOPICS INSTR METH (2) 16025 901 HOUCK, C TBA
PATH 690 CLINICAL CHEMISTRY SEM (3) 14174 901 WELCH, S TBA
PATH 697 RESEARCH IN PATHOLOGY (V 1-15) 14175 901 WELCH, S TBA
PATH 697 RESEARCH IN PATHOLOGY (V 1-15) 14176 901 WELCH, S TBA
PATH 697 RESEARCH IN PATHOLOGY (V 1-15) 14177 901 WELCH, S TBA
PATH 697 RESEARCH IN PATHOLOGY (V 1-15) 14178 901 WELCH, S TBA

Physiology

PHS 206 HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY (3) 14427 901 PRICE, S MWF 0300PM 0350PM SANGR 2-020
PHS 206 HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY LAB (3) 14428 901 MOUKKELID, D MWF 0415PM 0615PM SANGR 3-016
PHS 310 INTRO QUANTITATIVE PHYSIOLOGY (4) 17125 901 FEHR, J MWF 1100AM 1150AM SANGR 8-036
PHS 502 MAMMALIAN PHYSIOLOGY II (5) 14429 901 GRIDER, J TRF 0800AM 0850AM LYONS 00424
PHS 506 MAMMALIAN PHYSIOLOGY (4) 14430 901 FORD, G TRF 0900AM 0950AM SANGR 2-020
PHS 512 CARDIOVASC & EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY (3) 14431 901 FABIAN, J TWR 0200PM 0250PM SANGR 4-026
PHS 604 CELL PHYSIOLOGY (4) 14432 901 RICHWAY, E MTRF 0900AM 0950AM SANGR 3-016
PHS 606 PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF PHS (4) 14433 901 FEHR, J MFR 1000AM 1050AM SANGR 11-036
PHS 632 ADV CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY (3) 16367 901 FABIAN, J TBA PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
PHS 650 NEUROPHYSIOLOGY (5) 14436 901 FABIAN, J TBA PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
PHS 690 PHYSIOLOGY RESEARCH SEMINAR (1) 14437 901 FEHR, J R 0400PM 0500PM SANGR 3-016
PHS 691 SPECIAL TOPICS: STUDENT SEMINAR (3) 14438 901 STAFF TBA 0900AM 1000AM SANGR 3-016
PHS 691 SPECIAL TOPICS: PHYSIOLOGY (V 1-4) 14439 901 POLAND, J TBA
PHS 697 DIRECTED RESEARCH IN PHYSIOLOGY (V 1-15) 14441 901 POLAND, J TBA

Pharmacology and Toxicology

PHTX 400 DRUGS AND THEIR ACTION (3) 14492 901 WELCH, S TR 0530PM 0645PM TEMPLE 1160
PHTX 516 PHARMACOLOGY NURSE ANESTHESIA (3) 14493 901 BEARDSLEY, P MTWRF 1100AM 1150AM SMITHE0024